DAD hereby presents IE07-080 which proposes investigation of frontal airbag non-deployment in the 2003 – 2006 Chevrolet Cobalt / Saturn Ion. The non-deployments of concern are frontal airbags that do not deploy in severe frontal crashes under circumstances where they would be expected to function and reduce injury levels.

This issue was prompted by a pattern of reported non-deployments in VOQ complaints that was first observed in early 2005. Since that time, DAD has followed up on complaints, enlisted the support NCSA’s Special Crash Investigations (SCI) team, discussed the matter with GM, and received a related EWD Referral.

Notwithstanding GM’s indications that they see no specific problem pattern, DAD perceives a pattern of non-deployments in these vehicles that does not exist in their peers and that their circumstances are such that, in our engineering judgment, merited a deployment, and that such a deployment would have reduced injury levels or saved lives.

DAD’s screening investigator for this issue is Donovan Green. Please direct any technical feedback or questions to him.

We request a decision within two weeks (20-Sep-07).

Thanks

Greg

Gregory E. Magno
Chief, Defects Assessment Division
Office of Defects Investigation
USDOT/NHTSA NVS-211

Voice: [Redacted]
Fax: [Redacted]
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